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Introduction

Service line is an organizational structure focused on the outputs, or outcomes, of care. The role of service line is to coordinate the patient’s journey through services related by his or her core identity or individual healthcare needs, with the goal of achieving optimal clinical and business outcomes.

Service lines cross and connect many vertical silos of healthcare— institutions and disciplines—in a way that improves access, care continuity, and outcomes, as shown in Figure A. They are meaningful to the patient during the treatment of a disease process, or because of core identity or life stage.

![Figure A: Service Line Connects Functional Silos of Healthcare](https://www.teamhci.com)

Introduction

Service lines don’t usually replace healthcare core functions, such as hospitals, departments, or professional education and development. Instead, service lines coordinate those critical functions to create value for the patient.

Service lines are implemented to yield balance and control of resources and outcomes, attract and protect key markets, and improve care of patient populations. Organizational theorist, Martin Charms, DBA, is a professor of health policy and management and co-director of the Program on Healthcare Organizational Studies at Boston University School of Public Health. Charms has researched, implemented, evaluated, and extensively published on product/service line development in industry and healthcare for more than two decades, including his most recent work on healthcare organization design and coordination (see Figure B for examples of service lines). Charms defines a service line as being:

*Multi-disciplinary and organized around one or a combination of patient populations, a disease or family of conditions, or a technology or treatment process.*

In healthcare, services lines are also referred to as product lines, centers of excellence, clinical service lines, macro segments, core business, strategic business units, or care centers. The variety of names leads to confusion about what they really are, says Charms.
To determine the organizational type or form of a company, Charns asks a series of questions, based on different forms of organizations detailed in Chapter 1. For example, one organizational form is characterized by supervisors with authority over members of a single discipline (like departments of nursing or medicine). In another organizational form, an employee may have a solid line reporting functional relationship to one supervisor and a dotted line reporting relationship to others in completely different areas of the organization. The latter form is where service line most often fits in.
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Why Do Service Lines Exist?

If service lines are just a fad, they’re a long-lasting one and getting stronger both in the United States and abroad. Health systems have been using service lines for nearly three decades in the United States, and service lines are even more developed in healthcare institutions in Europe and Australia, Charns says.

Service line organizational structures have a longer history outside healthcare. After World War II, the product line concept arose in the manufacturing industry, supported by the postwar economic boom and technology of the 1950s and 1960s. These product lines were developed to identify, isolate, and brand specific products. The goals were to improve strategic focus, growth, and profitability, building on the scientific base within such functional operations as engineering, finance, and marketing.

These early product lines were characterized by the emergence of science married to business leadership, and a need to grow individual businesses without totally decentralizing the functional manufacturing structure. Early leaders included the aeronautic industry and General Electric. Over the years, these firms successfully hardwired long-term success across multiple sites and disparate functions using the product line model.

Healthcare started adapting the product line concept from the manufacturing industry in the early 1980s. In healthcare, the concept was referred to as a “service” line, partly to denote the service component, and also because of an aversion
within healthcare to the commercial language of “products” and “customers.” The “product line” nomenclature likely caused some of the initial resistance to the service line concepts, Charns notes.

Hospitals and health systems eventually started to develop service lines as a way to better manage cost and growth.

Industry also developed product lines to ensure quality. Healthcare—paid largely for the care process, not outcomes—was slower to exercise the capability of service lines to define and derive high-quality outcomes, but this is without a doubt the challenge in service lines today—especially with the move toward accountable care organizations (ACO).

By the mid- to late 1990s, the concept of an integrated delivery system (IDS) was pushing hospitals toward system development. By 2000, service lines started evolving into a system model, rather than hospital-centric service lines, which is when it became imperative to clearly define the service line leader.

At the same time, industries outside of healthcare also made advancements in product line management. The more advanced companies have an overarching model that “strategically, tactically, and operationally integrates key functions across service lines and geographies,” including cost and pricing, financing, service delivery, performance improvement, recruitment and retention, and information technology, according to Mike Nugent, coauthor of the article “Seamless Service Line Management.” In many health systems, these functions are referred to as “shared services.”
Nugent notes that the company leadership in these non-healthcare industries sets “clear expectations regarding functional competencies and decision-making rights/ responsibilities for each of its functional areas (e.g., revenue cycle, facilities management), service lines (e.g., neuroscience, imaging), and site-based management teams (e.g., department directors, chief operating officers, and CEOs).” By studying these companies, the healthcare industry is starting to dissipate some of the current murk around the domain of service line versus functional entities.

Currently, healthcare reform and global trends are forcing strategic prioritization systemwide in healthcare. Some of these trends include the inevitable beginning of the end of open-ended funding of healthcare, transparency of data, the recession, decrease in the availability of capital and credit, a greater emphasis on compliance, reductions in government payments, the burgeoning amount of knowledge that clinicians must be able to act on quickly, decreased utilization as consumers bear more of the burden of healthcare costs, health insurance reform, pay-for-performance, expanded insurance coverage, and the move toward ACOs. The elements all emphasize people, programs, and processes, rather than costly facility development.

Even without the current financial crisis, there is an increasing national awareness that healthcare costs are not sustainable, and our outcomes are not what they should be, given the scientific and technical capabilities of our nation.
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BusinessDictionary.com defines matrix and functional organizations as follows:

**Matrix organization**
A multifunctional team structure that facilitates horizontal flow of authority, in addition to its normal (vertical) flow, by abandoning the “one person, one boss” rule of conventional organizations. Used mainly in management of large projects or product development processes, it draws employees from different functional disciplines (accounting, engineering, marketing, etc.) for assignment to a team without removing them from their respective positions. These employees report on day-to-day performance to the project or product manager, whose authority flows sideways (horizontally) across departmental boundaries.

The employees continue to report on their overall performance to the head of their department, whose authority flows downward (vertically) within his or her department. In addition to a multiple command and control structure, a matrix organization necessitates new support mechanisms, organizational culture, and behavior patterns. Developed at the U.S. National Aeronautics & Space Administration in association with its suppliers, this structure gets its name from its resemblance to a table (matrix) where every element is included in a row as well as a column.

**Functional organization**
A classic organizational structure where the employees are grouped hierarchically, managed through clear lines of authority, and report ultimately to one top person.

Based on the word count, it’s not too hard to see which one is more complex (see Figure C for a breakdown of the differences between matrix and functional organizations). But if you’re a woman with cancer, being told you had the best surgeon in the
world isn’t nearly as important as being told you’re cured—that is the critical difference between the functional input/process orientation of a department of surgery and the service line output/outcome orientation.

### FIGURE C

**DIFFERENCES BETWEEN FUNCTIONAL AND MATRIX ORGANIZATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Functional organization</th>
<th>Matrix organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command and control</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus</td>
<td>Inputs, process</td>
<td>Outputs, outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example</td>
<td>Hospital or department</td>
<td>Service line</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
National results of service line organization show that the following three goals can be accomplished:

- Reduction in costs (and often length of stay [LOS])
- Optimal market positioning and quality
- Appropriate balancing of resources and capital

The service line organizational structure focuses on outputs or outcomes, and the functional organization focuses on inputs or processes. The need to control healthcare costs now is far higher than ever before, and service line is arguably better suited to balance cost and quality than the functional organizational structure is.

**Are Service Lines Here to Stay?**

There have been two earlier waves of service line development in healthcare, each taking about a decade. We are now in the third wave. The good news is that each stage has taken the best of the prior wave and built on it.

The first wave was in the ’80s and was primarily built around financial analysis of diagnosis-related groups. The second wave featured marketing and business development more prominently. The current wave is around quality.

Each wave has been accompanied by a different type of service line leader, from the “super managers” of the ’80s to the executive directors in the ’90s and early 2000s. The latter stage often went awry and became purely a marketing ploy. For
example, this was the phase when many labor and delivery staff found a new sign on the door one morning, announcing it was now a “birthing center.” Processes and outcomes often stayed the same; only the name changed.

Tension often shows up between the functional side of an IDS and service lines. Those tensions may arise at high levels in the organization when capital or significant resources are in play, and at lower levels in the organization when managers have difficulty with the concept of responsibility to more than one supervisor. I asked Dr. Charns whether the tension ultimately might undermine service line as an organizational structure.

His answer was that, if anything, service line in healthcare is strengthening in the United States and even stronger in other countries. “You can expect heightened tension any time there are people who know and focus on the process, and people are added who focus on outcomes,” says Charns. “At some juncture there is conflict. The conflict is always there, under the surface, it’s just not articulated and managed—so you may think there isn’t any, but it’s just not being managed. At some point you have to manage it to mature and grow the organization.”

Executives who sponsor service lines are well aware of this dynamic, and consider the pushback from each side to be part of the team learning process during change.

Ask any senior IDS executive with long-term service line experience, and you’ll hear sentiments similar to those of Peter J. Bernard, who has implemented service
lines in three health systems. Bernard is the CEO of Virginia’s fourth largest IDS—Bon Secours Virginia Health System—which has seven hospitals, a medical group and multiple entities, and campuses throughout central and southeastern Virginia. Bernard says unequivocally that “without a doubt, service line has been a huge part of our success. I want the [functional entity] CEOs waking up in the morning thinking about nothing but their organizations, and I want the service line VPs waking up in the morning thinking about nothing but their service lines across the system. Between the two approaches, we have both the depth and breadth we need to succeed.”

**Are There Objective Measures of Service Line Success?**

Where else do you buy just the process, not the outcome? Granted, not all healthcare outcomes are cures—but the patient and family still want the best possible outcome, and that’s something healthcare has had trouble identifying and consistently producing.

With a smile easily detected through the phone, Charns notes that after his first foray into hospitals two decades ago, he came out saying, “They couldn’t have organized it that way—it doesn’t make sense.” He says he satisfied that question intellectually with the realization that hospitals were originally organized around medical education, not the needs or wants of the patient. But the latter is where healthcare is rapidly headed now.
Examples of service line outcomes measures include:

- The Veteran’s Health Administration reorganized care for 10 diseases/conditions around an “output-oriented approach to quality improvement... resulting in dramatic improvements in quality of care,” according to Joseph Francis in his article, “QUERI II: The Next Generation.” VHA cites improved prevention, diagnosis, treatment, and patient compliance, as well as decreased readmission.

- Judith Westphal, a nationally respected nursing thought leader at the University of Wisconsin, reported service line results include an 8% decline in unit costs per admission, improved quality of care, and rapid response to environmental change.

- The Health Care Advisory Board, a national hospital think tank, notes that “hospitals and health systems that have invested in developing and enhancing orthopedic services through comprehensive centers of excellence see performance improvements across multiple dimensions: better market share and higher volumes, but also enhanced patient and physician satisfaction, improved clinical outcomes, and increased efficiency.”

- After the University of Wisconsin instituted their first three service lines, the medical center reported the following results on pre- and post-service line outcomes, according to Turnipseed, Frangou, Westphal, and others:
  - Variable but steady growth in patient volumes, enhanced market share, positive net margins, and improved patient satisfaction
– Offsetting of consistent downward pressure on reimbursement by improved patient care efficiency (LOS, enhanced preferred provider status, market share)

– Scorecard quality measures that show enhanced teaching and research opportunities

– Increased patient satisfaction scores

The Fit of Service Line With Today’s Challenges

The current version of service line responds directly to today’s knowledge-based economy, includes quality and bottom line performance measures, and directs operations in a competitive manner. Today’s service lines meld strategy, business development, and marketing with the science of specialty healthcare.

Service line executives develop service line–specific business and marketing plans, determine where and how scarce resources should be invested, and ensure that the care delivery process itself is of high quality. This strategic dimension yields a systems-thinking perspective and a powerful management direction orientation.

The most significant vector influencing service line development in the past decade has undoubtedly been the change in orientation from hospital-centric to a system-wide scope.
CASE STUDY

Shift to systemwide service line model

In 2006, Memorial Hermann Health System (MHHS) in Houston shifted to a model where its service lines operated as one program with multiple sites capable of attracting a particular mix of new and existing patients through a variety of old and new tactics, wrote Mike Nugent in an article on seamless service line management. The organization needed to balance system resources and recognized that the old tactics of “recruit a physician and grow” or of “build it and they will come” no longer worked. Coordination across facilities was required to optimize future investment.

MHHS needed to allocate resources while responding with more agility to, and freeing up resources for, competitive challenges and opportunities. As a result of the shift in focus, the system:

- Combined redundant services set up originally by independently functioning member hospitals
- Recruited several key specialists to round out system service line offerings
- Employed systemwide service line executives
- Set systemwide clinical service line standards (e.g., for cancer treatment)
- Experienced “multimillion-dollar revenue cycle enhancements”
Today’s service line leader has accountability across the healthcare system for the following:

- Strategy and business development, and marketing

- Responsibility for the patient experience across all consumer contacts with the system, from the distribution of healthcare information and promotion, through prevention and diagnosis, through the physician enterprise and care within the system, through home care and return to optimal function.

- Envisioning and garnering engagement around quality and operational performance over time and the patient care experience, as well as setting the goals and the bars for measurement.

Successful service lines also serve as the innovation hub for interrelated clinical business research and development, which is the catalyst for successful market launches of clinical and service innovation, the center of resource coordination and allocation, and the driver of overall quality of care and user satisfaction. Today, health systems usually have five to seven key service lines—more than that can reflect a lack of focus.

During the past decade, many departments—seeing the shift in organizational resources to service lines—developed “service line envy.” But organizations should focus on strengths rather trying to develop service lines around all of their offerings. Service lines should cross departmental lines, focus on outcomes, and connect patient care, either for a disease process or through a core identity or life stage,
spanning a horizontal period in a patient’s life (see Figure D for service line characteristics).

**FIGURE D**

**CHARACTERISTICS OF SERVICE LINES TODAY**

- **Market-driven**: Organization around the patient’s needs, experience, and outcomes over time.
- **Coordinated care over time**: Focused on more than a single visit or episode of care.
- **Interdisciplinary**: Collaboration with multiple related clinical and business disciplines.
- **Integrative**: Connection of the healthcare silos of institutions, disciplines, and departments.
- **Outcome-driven**: Engaged to envision and achieve desired clinical and business outcomes.

Departments such as surgery and emergency play a crucial role in many health systems, and hospitals all have departments that are critical for value as differentiating niche or that generate margin that must be protected. Often, these departments will benefit from systemwide management and expertise, and can be marketed successfully as niche department services. Examples are minimally invasive surgery centers, emergency departments, transport or transplant services, and mission services in a faith-based hospital. Often, health systems differentiate these departments as centers of excellence, rather than service lines. Whatever the name, they can benefit from systemwide management and support, and often can be marketed as a niche service to the community.
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Summary

- Multidisciplinary service lines cut across traditional functional healthcare organizations—like hospitals and disciplines—to focus on outcomes of healthcare.

- Service line is a commonsense approach used for almost a century in industry and coming of age in healthcare. In fact, service line looks more and more like a requisite structure to achieve today’s expected outcomes and the next stages of IDS development.

- With a well-developed service line, expect quicker responses to environmental and competitive change, improved clinical and business outcomes, and enhanced patient and physician satisfaction.
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The healthcare environment is going through a seismic shift. Whether you have had service lines for a while or are new to the concept, determining how this new healthcare landscape will affect your organization and your leadership role is imperative—and context is everything.

In the course of a busy day, the context in which we deliver healthcare becomes the air we breathe—we don’t notice it or have the time to consider it, but ultimately, the context will drive everything we plan or do.

**The National Context**

I am not a healthcare economist or a policy wonk, and you don’t need to be either to effectively manage a very successful service line. But being aware of the global issues and connecting the dots on key healthcare macro-trends will help you accurately analyze your environment and predict the future trends that will impact your service line.
There are three basic categories of macro-trends driving the national healthcare discussion both in the United States and in many other countries:

- **Populations.** This category can be defined as all of the individuals of one group in a given area, including many subsets that are important in healthcare planning such as epidemiology, utilization, demographics, and psychographics.

- **Economics.** This category includes the megatrends within healthcare as well as outside of healthcare—particularly the worldwide economic slump. The impacts of increased costs (e.g., capital and technology) and decreased revenues are included here.

- **Policy.** While policy is often a result of both general and healthcare-specific factors, governments and other entities can drive policies that prompt a response, such as the current movement toward accountable care organizations.

**State of affairs**

Within healthcare organizations, institutions, disciplines, and service lines, movement in these three macro-trends impacts everything we do from a planning and caregiving perspective. The following is a brief overview of the current state of affairs.

**Populations**

It’s impossible to ignore the impact of 80 million baby boomers—about 25% of the total U.S. population—in healthcare. The oldest boomers turn 65 in 2011.
There have never been so many people in one demographic segment, and boomers are going to live a very long time—longer than any other generation in the history of the United States.

The baby boom was a worldwide phenomenon after World War II, and many European and Asian countries are dealing with the same demographics. A look at the lopsided population in Japan, for instance, gives us another lens to consider the impact of boomers on a population. While Japan has socio-economic forces both similar and dissimilar to ours, the fertility rate there now is 1.21 children per woman—well below the population replacement rate, which is two children per woman. In the United States, there are indications that fertility rate may be declining as well (a concept discussed further in Chapter 4). As in Japan, the trend is a result of the economy and the increase in the number of women giving birth to their first child at an older age. Bottom line: In Japan, the aging boomer populations is predicted to overwhelm the next generation of healthcare workers. As a country, we may now be headed in the same direction.

Similarly, healthcare organizations cannot ignore the impact of around 40 to 50 million previously underinsured and uninsured Americans who will have access to care beginning in 2011 as a result of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) of 2010, commonly referred to as “healthcare reform.”

Together, these groups, which are also predicted to be high utilizers of healthcare, represent roughly one-third of the U.S. population of about 310 million. Pair that with expectations of care, life-prolonging technologies, and a greater overall life
expectancy, and the increased demands placed on the healthcare system may be more than the system can support.

**Economics**

The United States is in the midst of costly long-term war. We are currently struggling with a down economy. And we are predicted to be in world and economic distress for at least another 10 years, according to William Strauss and Neil Howe, who have five centuries of proof for their theories about a recurrent cycle of generations. They refer to this point in this century as a “crisis turning.”

The United States also has the highest healthcare costs of any civilized nation—estimated at a staggering 17.6% of the gross domestic product (GDP) in 2009 (see Figure 1.1). While the rate of growth in the healthcare sector as a percent of GDP has slowed in the past 10 years, the portion of the GDP consumed remains higher than other countries by a factor of almost double.

Hospital costs represent the bulk of healthcare costs in the U.S., putting hospital costs squarely in the bulls eye of payment cuts (categories of U.S. healthcare spending are illustrated in Figure 1.2).
PERFECT STORM

Starting in 2011, the first of the baby boomer population reaches the age of 65; at the same time, roughly 40 to 50 million uninsured patients start being able to access healthcare as a result of healthcare reform. Together, they represent more than one-third of the total U.S. population. These two groups—combined with the already escalating cost of healthcare and the down economy—present a potentially seismic change in how we do business.

Fig URE 1.1

NATIONAL HEALTH SPENDING AS A PERCENTAGE OF THE GDP

Other countries include: Australia, Canada, Finland, Greece, Ireland, Korea, Netherlands, Poland, Spain, Turkey, Austria, Czech Republic, France, Hungary, Italy, Luxembourg, New Zealand, Portugal, Sweden, United Kingdom, Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Iceland, Japan, Mexico, Norway, Slovak Republic and Switzerland.

Source: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development.
Figure 1.2
Categories of Healthcare Spending, U.S.

Source: University of South Carolina, Arnold School of Public Health, 2008.
At the same time, the United States falls short of other civilized countries in some of the most basic measures of a nation’s health. One example is infant mortality, where the U.S. rate is worse than 43 other countries (see Figure 1.3).

**FIGURE 1.3**

**INFANT MORTALITY RATE, 2005, SELECTED COUNTRIES**

Source: CDC, Health, United States, published 2008.
Policy

Although no one knows for sure where the ship will finally dock, it’s been obvious from the beginning of the 2008 campaign that President Obama ranks healthcare as one of the nation’s top priorities. His leadership group has included people with extraordinary backgrounds on healthcare issues, such as Peter Orszag and deficit-balancing Jacob Lew. The passage of the PPACA—barely 14 months into the Obama administration—was another clear message that healthcare is a priority. It is likely the most significant healthcare legislation in decades. President Obama appointed Donald Berwick as administrator of the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS), reaffirming his plans to significantly restructure the healthcare system. Berwick, a pediatrician by training, is the founder of the Institute for Healthcare Improvement, a leading force in healthcare quality and process improvement—a direction we can expect him to continue at CMS.

The challenges are evident: The economy is troubled and rising healthcare costs continue to cause heartburn for the public, employers, payers, and providers. The last time this happened, in the 1970s, HMOs were the result—although the potential impact of HMOs at the time was congressionally mitigated by passing any willing provider legislation.

In fact, the stages of managed care in the ’70s and ’80s describe changes eerily similar to the disruption and reorganization we are seeing now in healthcare.

One key difference today from the managed-care era is the push for electronic health records (EHR) and the advancement of digital infrastructure in the healthcare industry. However, EHR implementation costs for one integrated delivery
system (IDS) can be hundreds of millions of dollars, and there are mixed views on whether these systems actually yield savings for the health system. Healthcare futurist Jeff Goldsmith notes, “Right now, it takes remarkable imagination to find actual provider-level operating savings from installation of clinical IT.” Some organizations are already using an IT infrastructure to significantly lower costs and improve quality, but most healthcare organizations are still reeling from the cost and implementation of EHRs.

Following Everett Rogers’ theory of diffusion of innovations, EHRs are between the early-majority adopters and the later majority, with about 50% market penetration. Considering the technology improvements that will be made during those later stages of adoption, it’s easy to assume that what we are seeing now in EHRs is nothing like what we will see in a few years. But we’ll never realize those benefits if we don’t go through the process of automating healthcare.

Adding those EHR costs and the necessary timeline for implementation and improvements to an already unstable healthcare economy sets the stage for the new pressures and policies we will see in the future.

**What does all of this mean for women’s health?**

There is no need to despair at all of the challenges impacting healthcare today; there is a silver lining—especially in women’s health. No one questions that the woman is the healthcare gatekeeper for the family. So far, service line leaders have viewed that gatekeeper role as a way to acquire new patients. But now, in an era of laser focus on quality, costs, and unnecessary utilization, that same family gatekeeper will also be the key to meeting these new health system goals.
You’re in the right field. The service line that led to the discovery of reaching women as the gatekeepers for revenue now also has the opportunity to lead in reaching and engaging the gatekeeper for unnecessary healthcare spending as well.

**The Organizational Context**

It’s impossible to talk about the women’s health service line without talking about service lines in general. Where you and your organization are in terms of the major change from a functional organization to a service line organizational model is absolutely critical in understanding your role and—more importantly—where your organization should be going with service lines. The latter plays a key role in building your professional credibility, and also in watching for danger signs. Both should be part of a service line leader’s professional toolbox.

Martin Charns notes that the only difference between a product line and a service line is the sector of the economy in which the organization operates. Both product and service lines are specific examples of a general program organizational forms, or organizational structures.

In 1993, Charns and Laura J. Smith Tewksbury identified nine organization forms or types found in industry. Charns stresses that these are not developmental stages but that any of these organizational forms can be found in organizations.

Charns and Tewksbury describe the stages, or forms, generally as follows. Note that the first eight stages are seen in both healthcare and other industry segments.
Charns says that the ninth stage, although common in other industries, is theoretically possible but unlikely in healthcare. As you read about these stages, consider where you are now and what your next stage is likely to be.

As organizations re-examine their organizational structure, it will be critical to carefully balance the benefits gained from the integration across disciplines with the benefits gained from like professionals interacting within their divisions.
1: Traditional functional organization
This represents what we commonly refer to as the unconnected “silos” of healthcare. Examples are hospitals and the professional disciplines (e.g., department of OB/GYN or department of radiology).

2 and 3: Integrator
Integrators represent the first organizational attempts to cross institutions, disciplines, or departments. Examples are often in marketing or analytics—for instance, when finance first analyzed diagnosis-related groups together back in the 1980s. In marketing, an example is marketing packaging (only) of comprehensive women’s care versus just obstetrics.

4: Multidisciplinary task forces
Multidisciplinary task forces emerge when members from different departments and/or disciplines come together to form or change programs or services. They are temporary and disband after the project is completed. A multidisciplinary task force might come together to start neonatal transport services or to discover ways to decrease costs associated with deliveries.

5: Reorganized of departments (services)
In this stage, key departments are restructured to correspond to service lines. Marketing or finance may assign particular staff to the women’s service line, or geneticists who are particularly interested or skilled at maternal-fetal medicine or breast-related genetics might be assigned to the women’s service line. This stage starts to formalize the matrix structure for the first time, as reporting lines remain within the functional department, but a formal matrix report to the service is established.

6: Multidisciplinary clinical and management teams
This stage occurs when permanent multidisciplinary team assignments are made. While there are still formal reporting lines to professional departments—marketing,
finance, pediatrics—the service line executive is the team leader and now also has input into the performance evaluation of members of the service line team.

One difference between industry and healthcare structures emerges here in terms of service line leadership. Charns says that only healthcare has service lines managed by dyads or triads—two or three managers (he’s also seen teams of four leading a service line). Dyads are often from the clinical and business areas. Triads are often a physician, a nurse, and an administrator. In industry, you could take a young manager with a general management background and immerse that manager in two or three disciplines for a period of time so the manager could learn more about the functional disciplines involved in a service line, but in healthcare you can’t do that because the manager really can’t do nursing or perform surgery, explains Charns. There are issues of licensure, for instance. “Dyads and triads are pretty powerful ways to put together a leadership team. Of course, you get new issues: getting the team to get along,” he says.

Finally, if the team was more oriented toward marketing before, this is when a strengthened clinical focus emerges.

7: Matrix organization
Now the vertical organization and the horizontal service line organization become balanced and coexist, although not always peacefully. While the forms were changing, the organization was bringing together the importance of process (functional forms) and outcomes or outputs.

8: Reorganization into modified service line divisions, maintaining discipline leaders
In this stage, the focus shifts to the service line being primary. Few departments remain outside the service lines. Disciplines like nursing and medicine are reassigned to service lines, but still maintain discipline leaders. An example of this is a heart center.
or orthopedic hospital in which all departments are organized to support a facility that is actually a service line.

The complexity of disciplines within healthcare makes this stage less clear-cut than within other industry sectors, says Charns. Nursing councils—essentially functional structures—still exist to link facilities and support professional nursing. Medicine and other healthcare professions need the continuing education, research, and development that typically occur within a functional discipline. Charns says it is a balance: The gain for service line cannot completely override the loss from like professionals interacting within a discipline. At some point in healthcare, the loss of the latter can become too great to balance the gain in integration.

9: Fully implemented service lines in a divisional structure

While this form is found routinely outside of healthcare, this is where Charns notes healthcare differs. Fully implementing service lines with removal of all functional institutions and disciplines is “theoretically possible,” he says, but “just not pragmatic in a hospital or integrated healthcare delivery system.”

“It is one thing in General Electric Company where a product line involves three or four disciplines, but hospitals have multiple disciplines, all with ongoing professional development needs,” he notes. “At GE, the jet engineer isn’t interacting with the appliance engineer across divisions, so that benefit is lost, but the gain is higher than the loss. Every service line in hospitals has multiple professional disciplines. In healthcare, there are too many disciplines involved, and too much to lose, if hospitals reorganize completely into service lines.”
Summary

If you look at the overall trends, five conclusions arise:

1. Economics and policy are driving healthcare integration or development of what we are calling integrated delivery systems.

2. The IDS is itself at least a matrix-level model, with both functional institutions and departments as well as cross-IDS services, and IDS development parallels service line adaptation in healthcare.

3. Service line may not be the only model that works in the IDS environment, but some outcome-focused model is critical for the changes being demanded by economics and policy.

4. The functional organizational model in healthcare is quickly being integrated with service line, just as it has long been in non-healthcare industry. Healthcare can only achieve the dramatic changes required only through an output-focused model, combined with continual focus on process improvement.

5. As noted by Charns in the Introduction, any time an outcome focus (quality and cost) is overlaid on a process focus (the disciplines and institutions of healthcare), conflict ensues. Successful management of that conflict is critical to establish new, effective organizations well-positioned for the future.
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